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Abstract

In this work� we investigate the visual appearance of
real�world surfaces and the dependence of appearance
on imaging conditions� We present a BRDF �bidirec�
tional re�ectance distribution function� database with
re�ectance measurements for over �	 di
erent samples�
each observed with over �		 di
erent combinations of
viewing and source directions� We �t the BRDF mea�
surements to two recent models to obtain a BRDF pa�
rameter database� These BRDF parameters can be di�
rectly used for both image analysis and image synthe�
sis� Finally� we present a BTF �bidirectional texture
function� database with image textures from over �	
di
erent samples� each observed with over �		 di
erent
combinations of viewing and source directions� Each of
these unique databases has important implications for
a variety of vision algorithms and each is made publicly
available�

� Introduction

Characterizing the appearance of real�world surfaces
is important for many computer vision algorithms� The
appearance of any surface is a function of the scale at
which it is observed� When the characteristic varia�
tions of the surface are subpixel� all local image pix�
els have the same intensity determined by the surface
re�ectance� The variation of re�ectance with viewing
and illumination direction is captured by the BRDF
�bidirectional re�ectance distribution function�� If the
characteristic surface undulations are instead projected
onto several image pixels� there is a local variation of
pixel intensity� referred to as image texture� The de�
pendency of texture on viewing and illumination di�
rections is described by the BTF �bidirectional texture
function�� This taxonomy is illustrated in Figure ��

In this work we measure the BRDF of over 	

samples of rough� real�world surfaces� Although
BRDF models have been widely discussed and used
in vision �see �����������
����������� the BRDFs of a

large and diverse collection of real�world surfaces
have never before been obtained� Our measure�
ments comprise a comprehensive BRDF database �the
�rst of its kind� that is now publicly available at
www�cs�columbia�eduCAVEcuret� Exactly how well
the BRDFs of real�world surfaces �t existing mod�
els has remained unknown as each model is typically
veri�ed using a small number �� to 	� of surfaces�
Our large database allows us to evaluate the perfor�
mance of known models� Speci�cally� the measure�
ments are �t to two existing analytical representa�
tions� the Oren�Nayar model ���� for surfaces with
isotropic roughness and the Koenderink et al� decom�
position ��� for both anisotropic and isotropic sur�
faces� Our �tting results form a concise BRDF pa�
rameter database that is also publicly available at
www�cs�columbia�eduCAVEcuret� These BRDF pa�
rameters can be directly used for both image analysis
and image synthesis� In addition� the BRDF measure�
ments can be used to evaluate other existing models
�����������
� as well as future models�

While obtaining BRDF measurements� images of
each real�world sample are recorded� These images
prove valuable since they comprise a texture database�
or a BTF database� with over ���


 images �	� sam�
ples with �
� images per sample�� Current literature
deals almost exclusively with textures due to albedo
and color variations on planar surfaces �see �������������
In contrast� the texture due to surface roughness has
complex dependencies on viewing and illumination di�
rections� These dependencies cannot be studied us�
ing existing texture databases that include few images
�often a single image� of each sample �for instance�
the widely used the Brodatz database�� Our texture
database covers a diverse collection of rough surfaces
and captures the variation of image texture with chang�
ing illumination and viewing directions� This database
is also available at www�cs�columbia�eduCAVEcuret�

The measurements and model �tting results are per�
tinent to a variety of areas including remote�sensing�
photogrammetry� image understanding and scene ren�
dering� Important implications of this work for com�
puter vision are discussed�
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of surface appearance� When
viewing and illumination directions are �xed� sur�
face appearance can be described by either re�ectance
�at coarse�scale observation� or texture �at �ne�scale
observation�� When viewing and illumination direc�
tions vary� the equivalent descriptions are the bidirec�
tional re�ectance distribution function �BRDF� and
the bidirectional texture function �BTF�� Analogous
to the BRDF� the BTF is a function of four indepen�
dent angles �two each for viewing and illumination
directions��

� Measurement Methods

Our measurement device is comprised of a robot��
lamp�� personal computer�� spectrometer� and video
camera�� Measuring the BRDF requires radiance mea�
surements for a range of viewing�illumination direc�
tions� For each sample and each combination of illumi�
nation and viewing directions� an image from the video
camera is captured by the frame grabber� These im�
ages have 	�
x��
 pixels with �� bits per pixel �� bits
per R�G�B channel�� The pixel values are converted to
radiance values using a post�processing calibration and
segmentation scheme described in ���� The calibrated�
segmented images serve as the BTF measurements and
these images are averaged to obtain the BRDF mea�
surements�

The need to vary the viewing and source direc�
tions over the entire hemisphere of possible directions
presents a practical obstacle in the measurements� This
di�culty is reduced considerably by orienting the sam�
ple to generate the varied conditions� As illustrated
in Figure �� the light source remains �xed through�
out the measurements� The light rays incident on the
sample are approximately parallel and uniformly illu�
minate the sample� The camera is mounted on a tripod
and its optical axis is parallel to the �oor of the lab�
During measurements for a given sample� the camera
is moved to seven di�erent locations� each separated
by ���� degrees in the ground plane at a distance of
�

 cm from the sample� For each camera position�
the sample is oriented so that its normal is directed
toward the vertices of the facets which tessellate the

�SCORBOT�ER V by ESHED Robotec �Tel Aviv� Israel��
�Halogen bulb with a Fresnel lens�
�PC with Videomaker frame grabber by VITEC Multimedia�
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Figure 2. Illustration of the discrete sample orienta�
tions� light source and camera positions used in the
measurements� For each of the � camera positions
illustrated� the robot orients the sample	s global nor�
mal to the directions indicated by the vertices on the
quarter�sphere� The illumination direction remains
�xed�

�xed quarter�sphere illustrated in Figure �� With this
arrangement� a considerable number of measurements
are made in the plane of incidence �i�e� source direc�
tion� viewing direction and sample normal lie in the
same plane�� Also� for each camera position� a specu�
lar point is included where the sample normal bisects
the angle between the viewing and source direction�
Sample orientations with corresponding viewing angles
or illumination angles greater than �� degrees are ex�
cluded from the measurements to avoid self�occlusion
and self�shadowing� This exclusion results in the col�
lection of �
� images for each sample� For anisotropic
samples� the �
� measurements are repeated after ro�
tating the sample about the global normal by either �

degrees or �� degrees� depending on the structure of
the anisotropy�

� Samples For Measurements

The collection of real�world surfaces used in the
measurements are illustrated in Figure �� Samples of
these surfaces were mounted on �
x�� cm bases which
were constructed to �t onto the robot gripper� Each
sample� though globally planar� exhibits considerable
depth variation or macroscopic surface roughness� The
samples were chosen to span a wide range of geomet�
ric and photometric properties� The categories in�
clude specular surfaces �aluminum foil� arti�cial grass��
di�use surfaces �plaster� concrete�� isotropic surfaces
�cork� leather� styrofoam�� anisotropic surfaces �straw�
corduroy� corn husk�� surfaces with large height vari�
ations �crumpled paper� terrycloth� pebbles�� surfaces
with small height variations �sandpaper� quarry tile�
brick�� pastel surfaces �paper� cotton�� colored surfaces



                            57-Peacock Feather    58-Tree Bark         59-Cracker_a        60-Cracker_b           61-Moss       

  50-Concrete_c       51-Corn Husk       52-White Bread   53-Soleirolia Plant     54-Wood_a        55-Orange Peel        56-Wood_b

 43-Salt Crystals          44-Linen           45-Concrete_a          46-Cotton       47-Aquarium Stones 48-Brown Bread   49-Concrete_b

   36-Limestone          37-Brick_a        38-Ribbed Paper    39-Human Skin          40-Straw               41-Brick_b           42-Corduroy 

  29-(2 zoomed)      30-(11 zoomed)     31-(12 zoomed)    32-(14 zoomed)         33-Slate_a            34-Slate_b        35-Painted Spheres 

 22-Lambswool       23-Lettuce Leaf       24-Rabbit Fur        25-Quarry Tile          26-Loofa             27-Insulation     28-Crumpled Paper

15-Aluminum Foil         16-Cork             17-Rough Tile           18-Rug_a             19-Rug_b            20-Styrofoam          21-Sponge

     8-Pebbles         9-Frosted Glass       10-Plaster_a         11-Plaster_b        12-Rough Paper  13-Artificial Grass 14-Roofing Shingle

        1-Felt                 2-Polyester           3-Terrycloth       4-Rough Plastic           5-Leather           6-Sandpaper             7-Velvet    

Figure 3. The collection of 
� real�world surfaces used in the measurements� The name and number of each sample
is indicated above its image� The samples were chosen to span a wide range of geometric and photometric properties�
The categories include specular surfaces �aluminum foil� arti�cial grass�� di�use surfaces �plaster� concrete�� isotropic
surfaces �cork� leather� styrofoam�� anisotropic surfaces �straw� corduroy� corn husk�� surfaces with large height varia�
tions �crumpled paper� terrycloth� pebbles�� surfaces with small height variations �sandpaper� quarry tile� brick�� pastel
surfaces �paper� cotton�� colored surfaces �velvet� rug�� natural surfaces �moss� lettuce� fur� and man�made surfaces
�sponge� terrycloth� velvet�� Di�erent samples of the same type of surfaces are denoted by letters� e�g� Brick a and
Brick b� Samples �� ��� �� and � are close�up views of samples � ��� � and ��� respectively�



41-Brick                 54-Wood_a             56-Wood_b               61-Moss

7-Velvet          15-Aluminum Foil             19-Rug                27-Insulation    

43-Salt Crystals          49-Concrete              30-Plaster           55-Orange Peel

29-Polyester               53-Plant            31-Rough Paper       36-Limestone 

Figure 4. Spheres rendered using the BRDF mea�
surements obtained from camera position � �illumina�
tion at ��� to the right�� Interpolation was used to
obtain radiance values between the measured points�

�velvet� rug�� natural surfaces �moss� lettuce� fur� and
man�made surfaces �sponge� terrycloth� velvet��

� BRDF Database

The BRDF measurements form a database with over
���


 re�ectance measurements �	� samples� �
� mea�
surements per sample� �
� additional measurements for
anisotropic samples�� The measured BRDFs are quite
diverse and reveal the complex appearance of many or�
dinary surfaces�

Figure � illustrates examples of spheres rendered
with the measured BRDF as seen from camera posi�
tion �� i�e� with illumination from ����� to the right�
Interpolation is used to obtain a continuous radiance
pattern over each sphere� The rendered sphere cor�
responding to velvet �Sample � shows a particularly
interesting BRDF that has bright regions when the
global surface normal is close to �
 degrees from the
illumination direction� This e�ect can be accounted
for by considering the individual strands comprising
the velvet structure which re�ect light strongly as the
illumination becomes oblique� This e�ect is consistent
with the observed brightness in the interiors of folds of
a velvet sheet� Indeed� the rendered velvet sphere gives
a convincing impression of velvet�

The rendered spheres of plaster �Sample �
� and
roo�ng shingle �Sample ��� show a fairly �at appear�
ance which is quite di�erent from the Lambertian pre�
diction for such matte objects� but is consistent with
���� and ����� Concrete �Sample ��� and salt crystals

�Sample ��� also show a somewhat �at appearance�
while rough paper �Sample ��� is more Lambertian�
The plush rug �Sample ��� and moss �Sample 	��� have
similar re�ectance patterns as one would expect from
the similarities of their geometry� Rendered spheres
from two anisotropic samples of wood �Sample �� and
Sample �	� are also illustrated in Figure �� The struc�
ture of the anisotropy of sample �� consists of hori�
zontally oriented ridges� This ridge structure causes
a vertical bright stripe instead of a specular lobe in
the rendered sphere� Sample �	 shows a similar e�ect�
but the anisotropic structure for this sample consists
of near vertical ridges� Consequently the correspond�
ing rendered sphere shows a horizontal bright region
due to the surface geometry�

� Fitting to BRDF Models

A concise description is required for functional util�
ity of the measurements� We employ the Oren�Nayar
model ���� and the Koenderink et al� representation ���
to obtain parametric descriptions of the BRDF mea�
surement database� The resulting database of param�
eters can be used directly in a variety of algorithms
where accurate� concise and analytical re�ectance de�
scriptions are needed� In vision� these applications in�
clude shape�from�shading and photometric stereo� In
computer graphics� the re�ectance parameters are use�
ful for realistic rendering of natural surfaces� As with
the measurement database� the complete database of
re�ectance parameters is also available electronically�

��� BRDF Fitting Results

The � parameter Oren�Nayar model was �t to the
�
� radiance measurements for each sample using the
Levenberg�Marquardt method� The series used in the
Koenderink et al� representation was truncated at or�
der � and order �� resulting in a � parameter and a ��
parameter representation� respectively� Linear estima�
tion was used to �t the truncated series to the BRDF
measurements�

Plots for the entire set of �tting results are too nu�
merous to include here and are provided in ���� The
samples included here were chosen to be representative
of the overall results� These samples are ���plaster� ���
rough paper� ���concrete� ���quarry tile� ���salt crys�
tals� and �	�limestone� The measurements and mod�
eling results are depicted in Figure �� Row A of Fig�
ure � shows the raw measurement data plotted as a
function of decreasing source angle� i�e� polar illumina�
tion angle� to emphasize the non�monotonic and non�
Lambertian behavior of the re�ectance� Rows B�C and
D show the scatter�plots of the Oren�Nayar model �t�
the order � Koenderink et al� �t and the order � Koen�
derink et al� �t� respectively� These scatter�plots show
the �
� measurement values plotted as a function of the
corresponding estimated value� a straight line indicates
a perfect �t� Rows E�F and G show the residuals from



Figure 6. Cylinder rendered with D texture map�
ping �left� and �D texture mapping �right�� The D
texture mapping was done by warping a frontal view
image of the texture �with illumination at �� de�
grees to the right�� The �D texture mapping was
done by merging �� images from the BTF of Sample
�� �concrete��

the Oren�Nayar model �t� the order � Koenderink et al�
�t and the order � Koenderink et al� �t� respectively�
The residuals are plotted as a function of increasing
viewing angle to show the concentration of errors at
oblique views for some of the samples� All measure�
ments are shown in radiance with units of watts per
steridian per square�meter�

For the Oren�Nayarmodel �ts� the best performance
is with di�use samples� like plaster and concrete� Sam�
ples like quarry tile� which show sharp peaks in the
radiance plots of Row A� have more �tting errors� For
many of the �ts� the average error is less than �
� of
the peak re�ectance value� For many applications this
amount of error may be acceptable given the concise�
ness of this � parameter model�

It is useful to compare the performance of the order
� �� parameters� Koenderink et al� decomposition and
the Oren�Nayar model since these representations have
approximately the same number of parameters� The
performance is better for most cases using the Oren�
Nayar model� The low orders of the Koenderink et al�
model are best used for Lambertian�type re�ectance
�with order 
 identical to Lambertian re�ectance�� As
a result� samples like quarry tile and limestone are not
well�represented�

The �� parameter Koenderink et al� decomposition
accurately represents each of the re�ectance plots as
shown by the near straight line scatter�plots for each
sample in Row D� In fact� most of the samples in the
database are represented accurately with this decom�
position� Note that the behavior of the �t between
measured points is not indicated by these plots� The
possible presence of oscillations associated with high
order �ts needs further investigation�

� Texture Database

The appearance of a rough surface� whether man�
ifested as a single radiance value or as image tex�
ture� depends on viewing and source direction� Just

Figure 7. Changes in the spectrum due to changes in
imaging conditions� �Top row� Two images of sample
�� with di�erent source and viewing directions� �Bot�
tom row� Fourier spectrum of the images in the top
row� with zero frequency at the center and brighter re�
gions corresponding to higher magnitudes� The orien�
tation change in the spectrum is due to the change of
source direction which causes a change in the shadow
direction�

as the BRDF describes the coarse�scale appearance of
a rough surface� the BTF �bidirectional texture func�
tion� is useful for describing the �ne�scale appearance
of a rough surface� Our measurements of image tex�
ture comprise the �rst BTF database for real�world
surfaces� The database has over ���


 images �	�
samples� �
� measurements per sample� �
� additional
measurements for anisotropic samples��

Important observations on the BTF can be made
from the database� Consider texture mapping using
Sample �� �concrete� as shown in Figure 	� The di�er�
ences in the �D texture�mapped cylinder and the �D
texture�mapped cylinder �using the database images�
are readily apparent� Because of the varying surface
normals across the sample� foreshortening e�ects are
quite complicated and cannot be accounted for by com�
mon texture�mapping techniques� A detailed discus�
sion of the pitfalls of current texture rendering schemes
is given in ����

Consider the same sample shown under two di�erent
sets of illumination and viewing directions in Figure �
The corresponding Fourier spectra are also shown in
Figure � Notice that the spectra are quite di�erent�
Most of the di�erence is due to the change in azimuthal
angle of the source direction which causes a change
in the shadowing direction and hence a change in the
dominant orientation of the spectrum� If the image
texture was due to a planar albedo or color variation�
changes in the source direction would not have this type
of e�ect on the spectrum� Source direction changes
would only cause a uniform scaling of the intensity over
the entire image�

� Implications for Vision

Our BRDF measurement database provides a thor�
ough investigation of the re�ectance properties of real�
world rough surfaces� This database �lls a long�
standing need for a benchmark to test and compare
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Figure 5. BRDF measurements and model��tting results� Row A shows the raw measurement data plotted as a
function of decreasing source angle to emphasize the non�Lambertian behavior of each sample� Rows B�C and D show
the scatter�plots of the Oren�Nayar model �t �� parameters�� the order  Koenderink et al� �t �� parameters� and the
order � Koenderink et al� �t ��� parameters�� respectively� Rows E�F and G show the residuals from the Oren�Nayar
model �t� the order  Koenderink et al� �t and the order � Koenderink et al� �t� respectively� The residuals are plotted
as a function of increasing viewing angle to show the concentration of errors at oblique views for some of the samples�
The residuals shown are normalized by maximum measured radiance for that sample�



BRDF models as we have done here for the Oren�Nayar
model and the Koenderink et al� decomposition�

Our BRDF parameter database� obtained by �tting
the measurements to the Oren�Nayar model and the
Koenderink et al� decomposition� can be used in place
of the popular Lambertian re�ectance model in such
algorithms as shape�from�shading �	� and photometric
stereo ����� Since these algorithms rely on a re�ectance
model to ascertain shape� inaccuracies of the Lamber�
tian model can signi�cantly a�ect their performance�
The model parameters can also be used instead of pop�
ular shading models ������� for photorealistic rendering
of real�world surfaces�

Since the parameter database covers two BRDF rep�
resentations� a choice can be made to balance accuracy
and conciseness� For isotropic surfaces the ��parameter
Oren�Nayar model can be employed� For isotropic and
anisotropic surfaces� when a richer description can be
a�orded� the �� parameter Koenderink et al� model can
be used� For the 	� surfaces we have investigated� the
parameters for both models are readily available�

Our BTF database is the �rst comprehensive inves�
tigation of texture appearance as a function of viewing
and illumination direction� As illustrated in Figure 	
and Figure � surface roughness causes notable e�ects
on the BTF which are not considered by current tex�
ture algorithms� Present algorithms for shape�from�
texture �������	����
�� texture segmentation �������
� and
texture recognition ���� are only suitable for �D tex�
tures� i�e� planar texture due to albedo variation� Tex�
ture rendering also typically assumes a �D planar tex�
ture that is mapped to a �D surface� When the surface
is rough� the rendering tends to be too �at and unrealis�
tic� Texture analysis and synthesis of real�world rough
surfaces remains an important unsolved problem� The
database illustrates the need for �D texture algorithms
and serves as a starting point for their exploration�

Our BRDF measurement database� BRDF model
parameter database and BTF measurement database
together represent an extensive investigation of the
appearance of real�world surfaces� Each of these
databases has important implications for computer vi�
sion�
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